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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews what some leading critics of

public schools say about social studies curriculum and suggests
implications of the growing "free schools" movement. The social
studies have been charged with the socialization of children Into the
existing majority culture, and with teaching the knowledge and skills
required for effective citizenship. Critics claim that in carrying
out these charges, schools have actually deepened divisions within
the society and alienated students from the culture. The "new social
studies" have emphasized the ideas and methoolojies of socdi
science or have emphasized valuing skills on public issues. Free
schools depart from both the older and the newer objectives. They
emphasize the immediate needs and experience of the child with tie
,coal of his self actualization. Wita selective enrollment in "fr(
schools", the homogenizing effect of public school social studies
will be absent. Wider vaiiatiops in v ilues can be expected. The
existence of alternatives creates a p,:essdre on public school social
studies curriculum to become more present-oriented, more
personalized, and more individualized. (NH)
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'.!uch of the recent criticism of public schools concerns problems

that have special import for social studies education. Two themes seen

to run through this current flow of critical literature. FirA, public

schools are isolated from the "revelant" world Outside the classroom.

Second, the genuine educational needs and interests of adoleScents are

either given inadevate attention in schools, or treated with fear and

sdain.

The purpose of this paper is to review that some of the leading

critics of public education are saying explicitly or implicitly about

social studies curriculum, and to suggest some o4' the imIllications the

"free school" movement appears to have for social studies education.

TEE SOCIAL '--71:7).TES

If we begin by reviewing Mist has been asked of social studies

teachers before we consider ,r:lut is being said about their performances

we find that they have traditionally been given a difficult twofold

assignment. First, they have bean expected to mediate our cultural

heritage in such a way that their stidents will want to sustain and

perpetuate our most cherished patterns of living. For the most part we

have wanted our schools to present the young with prepared moral judgments

because as Kil'( has rail,

"Any community, great or small, is knit together by
belief in certain enduring norms or principles; when
knowledge of those nors dwindles, the fabric of
society wears out." (1 p.5h9)
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I-dory thing, an you do your thing,

I am not in this world to live up to your expectations,

And you are not in this world to live up to mine.

You are you and I an

And if by chance we find each other, it's beautiful:

If not, it can't be helped.
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Sec.;nd, occiql stlies teachers have been erected to nrovie

stu.lentn with the knowle ant skills necessary to become effective

citizens, as well as the denire to rant to be. Fanvey maintains that 'cy

orientir7 c=ic-11= to national interests, eccnomic needs and political

traditions .?..scd on national lines, American schools have served as

a:.ents of the state. (2) Social studies teachers have clearly played

a major :of? in that effort.

7?7TTC3 74'7, 5n07AL 3T'17ES

SoAe critics tell us that until recently social studies teachers

have concentrated on mediating our culture and have given little more

than lip service to citizenship education, According to Haney,

"The most important aspect of citizenship education
in American schools - admitted by everyone and by
every study - is its utter enptiness and sterility." (2 p.,16)

It is frequently said that social studies curriculum has been dominated

by history and government courses that 4nclude as much myth as reality.

Newmann feels that too often our Constitution has been portrayed as a

guarantee that the needs of all citizens are being met, and that such an

approach has, in his words, ". . foEered massive public apathy.'" (3 p.538)

Kohl claims that social studies curriculum is "c)azy," and that it

neither serves the needs of the young or the needs of adult society. He

feels that social studies teachers,

". . 4, teach 'objective kno7dedge and its corollary
obedience to authority. They teach avoidance of
conflict and obedience to tradition in the guise of
history." (4 p.116)
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Hess 7,rs tnn mediating o=lr culture succes3fully,

tIrrs actually contributed to the divisions that

exist -:ithin our society. He claims that they have done so,

". . . a view of the nation'and its
prscu:;oas v,hich Ls incomplete and sim-

plistic, str-_,sin:: values and ideals but i4nering
r,:aliti,s" (5 p.531)

Social stuis tachers have long been criticized for looking upon

their students as passive receptors to be filled with information ..leaned

primarily from expository textbooks, (6) but !carin carries the argument

even further. st4,7gests that,

"It may well Ile that dependence on print and
abstraction is one of the devices we use to make
stvdents manipulatable, as if we meant to teach
them that ideas exist in talk or on the pare but
rarely in activity." (7 p.70)

Cne final quote from Friedenberg which carries the criticism If

social studies education to the extreme should be enough to bring the

point home. Friedenberg claims that not only have we filled, but that,

"It is idle to talk about civil liberties to adults
who v.are sys'tematically taught in adolescence that
they had pone; and it is sheer hypocrisy to call
such peoP18-Yreedom-loving." (8 p.187) -,:mp'lasis added.

TXE 11/12:: SOCIAL STU3IES" DRING FC,FCRMS

The emergence of the "new social studies" could also be viewed as a

rejection of much of what has been done in the name of social Jtudies

education. Although a definitive definition of the "new social studies"

has not been formulated and agreeded upon - even by specialists within

the field - it is useful here to consider its major features.'

7ost of what i3 considered "new social studies" curriculum has either

come out of - or has I.'een influenced by - one or more of the approx-

nately 100 natioral social studies projects that have been developed

over the past decade. In general, "new social studies" curriculum em,hasizes
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the ideas an methcdclo..7ies of the various social sciences. The structure of

the disciplines as well as the major concepts have become of major importance.

strategies have been eveloped to engage students in various lev,ls and types

of thought processes, interdisciplinary approaches and cross-cultural mat-

erials are also being used. lore reality and awareness of conflict is -brought

into the curriculum by asking students to analyze pressing social issues. The

discovery and inquiry methods have become the most touted methods of ir2t-

rtction. l0)

The "new social studies" and the many projects now available could hardly

be constiere6 a monolithic curriculum, but they all seem to share a common

faith in the value of the scientific approach to the study of hu7an behavior,

7"mile rational inquiry and systematic evaluation seem to have become both the

keystone and the touchstone for the "new social studies' - neither are very

compatible with the philosophy and goals of the alternative schools move-

ment. (11; 12; 13; 14)

Holtts characterization of one "new social, studies" project typifies

some of the major objections alternative school auvocates have to the dir-

ection social studies curriclum seems to taking us. Holt claims that,

"If the makers of one new social studies curriculum
have their way, every sixth grader in the country
will one day be able to say that what makes men
human is that they have opposable thumbs, tools,
langua;e in which word order can influence meaning,
etc. For these experts, these verbal freight cars
carry an enormous load of associated meaning. For
the students they will be just a few additions to
their lists of vilat they call 'cepts' - pet phrases you
put down on an exam to make a teacher think you know the
course, empty of any other meaning." (15 p.13)

Less than fivo years ago curriculum leaders were talking about the "new

social stt-lies" revolution, classroom teachers everywhere were taking up the

cause, and reformers did battle with "traditionalists" throughout the land.

Thu revolution may not bs over yet, but it seems clear that many of the foot-

soldiers are deserting the ranks in search of alternatives. A Lew reform move-

ment is now underway that could truly revolutionize cur schools.

s
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A variety of private schools have always been available to most

parents who for apme ressch have not sea their c'-iilrch to public

schools. Fut the alternative school of today is radically different

than the military academies, the religious schoolsarrd the prep-schcols

we have known. The alternative school re are now seeing is what is

commonly refered to as a "free school." The alternative schools movement

is essentially an-effort to reverse the trend to::ard "scientific" cur-

riculum as well as right all the other "wrongs" of public education.

The alternative schools movement has caught the imagination of ed-

ucators at all levels. "Free schools" are springing up all over the

country. Organiza7ions like the Summerhill Society, New Schools Ex-

change, New Directions, and the Alternatives Foundation - as well as

-..liblications like THZ DIG ROCK CANDY nUNTAIN and 1-!-'.H; '!OD&I'N UTOPIAN

help to spread the word for the movement and recruit new followers.

Although "free schools" tend to be as different in detail as they are

numerous, they all seem to share a corEmon philosophical base. In general,

the "free school" spokesmen maintain that pOlic schools conceive of educ-

ation too narrowly, that they ignore other than the cognitive dimensions

of students, and that they are overly concerned with preparation for later

life. host "free school" advocates believe with Kohl that public' schools,

". . . teach equality and democracy while castrating
students and controlling, teachrs. host of all they
teach people to be silent about what they think and
feel, and worst of all they teach people to pretend
that they are saying what they think and feel." (1 p.116)

7
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Stretch identified the genesis as wall as the thrust of the nave-

merit toward "free schools" when she observed,

"The revolt is no loner acainst outdated curricu11:us
or ineffective teachint methods - the concerns of the
late Fifties and early :3ixties. The revolt :eta;; is
eainst the institution itself, atainst the lmplioit
assumption that mist be imposed cn nhildrn
by adults, that learnint is not somethint one does by
and for oneself, but somethin7 dosinated by a teacier." (16 p.77)

"Free schools" are usually or;,aniced so that each student has the ri'ht

and the opportunity to determine what h2 is to learn and when he is to learn

it. "Free schools" tenerally operate on the premise that learnint can and

does take place in virtually any setting, anti often student-initiated and

implemented projects on any ocneciveable subject comprise the entire cur-

riculum. There are usually no fixed hierarchies of subject matter in

"free schools," and fe believe that there are certain comton " cultural

experiences" that individuals must be exposed to before they can be con-

sidered truly educated.

Proponents of "free schools" believe that each child has an intrinsic

sense of beauty and appropriateness. They believe that each child will

want to learn and to help others if ha is placed in an environment of

freedom - an environment they say is rarely available in public schools.

They also feel that even under the best conditions only fraction Dr the

potential of any individual is ever developed and used. (17 pp.'':5-273; 18)

THE TrLis T'AEY ARE A 0,-!!,,NOING

The rise of the "free school" has come at a timo when educators are

being made painfully aware of the cultural lag under which our publi.c

schools labor. Y.arin warns us that,



r entur7)
c..hDthr det of soci71m.2a..!::difi2m,

suick:iy to ce:.t:-.L, or

- .;:e

turn to r.:17." (7 :c.6)

::ead n-.aint:ins that the fihdini-,s of snthrorelo=v do rot saprert the wiciJly

held assumption that there is er.erm, a:;rcem,ht :1,1,Gilt the good, the tr,,:e,

and the beautiful. She also maint?ins that we have become a brefiurative

society where adults must learn fromchil-ren. The says that,

"It is not only that carents are an lcn:;er
but there are an whAher c,ne seeks then in
one's on coantr., or abroad. There are no elde,'s
who know what those who have been reared witMn the
last 00 years know ab-)tt the world into which they
were born." (19 p.78) FlArilanis ar!.1cdo

If *:Odd is correct then the traditional roles o: teacher as cultural mediator

and student as cultur'al assinilator are inarprop-iato ones to continue.

Holt also feels that youth can no longor look to ad.flts for moral impe:s-

tives. He says that,

"In point of fact, re are not ,alided, sustained,
supported by the things which we claim to believe
in." (a5 p.1911

narin recommends that schools everywhere be ladically re..ons,ituted

to take into account the drematic social change re are undergoing. Ac-

cording to Marin re :wed, ". . persons of dr,pth, warmth, daring, wit,

resilence, variety and grace," and for the young this means new emiron,

ments that offer, ". . a chance to select and transfo- and govern (one's!

own surroundings." (20 P52)

"Free schools" are attempting to give youth the freedom 'Sarin says they

nee t',. The approachu: "free schuols" are taking and the questions that arc

being raised ar a result have serious implications for social studies

education.

9
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nch of what is exciting in education today is harpening outside the

public sch:ols. Increasinfly alternative schools have been able to

employ soml: of the most creative reople in the educational profession -

to say nothing of attractin many individuals who have not considered a

career in education as it is now constituted. Hare: a quarter .goes by at

Stanford 'fraversity - and I assume at college campuses everywhere -

without a course, lecture, film, etc. on alternathe schools being packed

with young people vitally interested in education who would not consider

teaching in a public school. "any of the "free schools" across the country

are staffed with dedicated volunteers who work for little or rf) pay.

Imagine what could happen if "free schools" could offer the benefits and

pay now received by public school teachers.

Goodman maintains that radio and TV have remained virtual intellectual

wastelands because no serious artist wants to create material for semi-

monolopies that insist on prior censorship to avoid offending any

interest group, and require that their programs be aimed at the larest

common denomina;or to attract the widest possible audience. Curriculum

developers - especially these who have sought commerical publication - face

an analogous situati'm vis arvis the public schools. "Free schools" could

open a whole new market for social studies curriculum that is now consider-

ed too controversial or too provocative for a rublic school audience.

One of the nost frequent criticisms leveled at tfrea schools" is tLat

they cater to an elite po:.tion of our society. In most cases "free

schools" attract youngsters who are bright, white, middle-class (or above),

10
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social activists. What does this tell us about public schools? is it

the "push" of traditional curriculn - or the "pull" or radical "free

school" that causes sc many stunts to 7ant mt of our public schools?

One clue nay be found in the large number of stIvients could 're con-

sidered meMeers of the "counter-culture' .`NCO choose to attend "frce

schools." 7.oszak tell us that "counter-culture" youth are often profoundly,

even fanatically, alienated from the parental generation and have rejected

what he calls the "myth of objective consciousness." According to this

myth the only way to gain acce.: to reality is to cultivate a state of

consciousness cleansed of all subjective distortions, and of all personal

involvement. (20-A p. 2C8) If the najori +.y of alternative schools are

rejecting objective consciousness as adesirabla mental condition, it can

L1) safely assumed that they are rejecting the rationality of the "new social

studies" as well.

If enough alternatives to public education are created to provide one

to everyone who wants one we could soon lose our common groun0 for dis-

course and socialization. The public schools have always provided a

homogenizing function in our society, and as Tucker points out without the

common school the assumptions underlying our curriculum efforts don't make

sense. (21) Tucker also warns us that the nova toward alternatives in

education could have serious consequences for thoss who remain in the public

schools, as well as for the scl:.)ols themselves. Fa feels that,

"Today important segments are withdrawing from public
scl,als who for the Trost part favor pluralism over
uniformity. To the extent that public schools cannot
provide increasing options the fli,ht will accelerate.

. Those who stay could form a relatively homogen-
eous group that would be unlidely to question any of
the assumptions the curriculln pt.esented." (21,p.188)

Without a cross-section of our population coming together to inquire

into the social issues of our tine - social studios could very well ossify

into the very kind of curriculum the entire "new social studies" effort

11
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h.as tried to supplant.

"Free schools" are striving for P degree n' in-

struction that is imnossible with traditional textbooks and pro- pack" "'d

cu2riculum in ccnral. "Free sohcols" also want to personalize their

curriculum in ways that make national social studies projects inconmnIcus

with their very existence. T:ost "free school" proponents find the very

ilea of "teacher-proof" curriculum incredie. nit sums up this feeling

very well when ha says,

". each of us has to make sense of tho world
in his cvn \ray, anl that no two people will ever
do it in the sane vv.'. (15 p.12)

"Free schools" are vitally concerned with the self-actualization of

sash -+T1,4 every child. They frequently set aside major portions of their

day to attend to the personal concerns of individual students. Town

meeting formats are also widely used to discuss school problems and to

democratically plan courses of action, Dennison's exnressed priorities

are widely shared by "free school" advocates. 1-e asks,

.

"Now What is so precious r.bout a curriculum (which
no one assimilates anyray), or a schedule-o: classes
(which piles boredom upon failure and failure upon
boredoM) that these things should supercede the
actual needs of the child." (22 p.17)

"Free schools" are serLously challenging the need and the utility of

looking to the past to understand the present. Not only is history losing

popularity among the young, Mead tells us that today,

" , the feeling that nothing out of the past is
meaningful and workable isvery much more nora pervasive." (19 p.67)

"Free schools" clearly reflect the feeling "cad has identifies, but

YArtzberg sees a preoccupation with the "now" extending throughout our

entire adolescent population. She feels that to the 'now generation' -

cs she calls cur youth,

". the past is believed tole so different
as to oe irrelavant." (11 p.273)

19
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The alternsive schools movement is saying in effect that all the

money and effort t!-,at has been devoted to curriculum reform over the past

ten years has merly amounted to impotent sto.,egaps, and to further con-

firmatinn that pablic education is not giving our young what they need -

much less what they want. Times have changed since the rationales under

lying the "new social studies" an the national projects were formulated.

The curriculum that has been developed is lalgely concerned with the cog-

nitive dimensions of students, and is designed to be used -mi thin the

confines of the classroom. Students of the Seventies are demanding affective

involvement in the world around them. The challenges of the social sciences,

the rewards of lonely research, and the logical systematic analysis of

emotionally charged social issues that comp-rise the agenda of social studies

today is being rejected by students rind yo,Jrig teachers alike. (11; 12)

"Flco schools" are providing genuine alternatives to public educaf'.on.

Although the percentage of individuals involved in alternative schools is

small at this time, the significance of the movement derives from the model

.1.t provides for educational change.

Tf social studies education is to continue as a itable part of the

public school curriculum it will have to become more like the curriculum

currently being offered by "free schools." Social studies will have to

become more present-oriented, more personalized, and more individualized.

Social studies 11111 have to involve students in the politics of their larger

communities. Social studic3 will have to address itself to the very things

that are now considered too provocative ard to) controversial - and do so

in ways that are presently avoided in 1_,ublic schools for the same two reasons.

The impact of the alternative schools movements is already being felt by

many social studies educators - and as 'the song says, THE BEST IS YLT TO OTT.
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